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"Pieces of Eight" are coins. Once used com
mercially, they are now mythical names, used by 
children who still hear churning stories of the 
sea. Yet in modern, corporate, days where ev
erything, and nearly everyone, reeks with impa
tience, "pieces of eight" can take on a new signifi
cance. These "pieces" are eight hours of the old, 
nearly forgotten, and perhaps unintended clock. 
One that never runs down. It is, in fact, a clock 
that invites the time keepers to retreat from 
the forced feeding and take a step back; to look 
again at the sources of tension.

So, "Pieces of Eight" are merely small tokens 
dropped into the offering of life, and signalling 
a small payment for life's unavoidable stresses. 
They are not more, they are not less. They fol
low a circular, and repetitive, pattern. It is the 
Buddha's pattern, which, if followed, will estab
lish life patterns of patience, awareness, com
passion, reality, and peace.

These "Pieces of Eight" are the spokes of the 
Noble Eightfold Path which is the fourth of 
the truths offered for human reflection by the 
Buddha. I have often thought of this as a circle. 
One begins with " right view" and, having im
proved one's view, the next step is to make and 
hold a "right resolve." Each of these might be 
a simple increment in the path leading toward 
enlightenment. "Now that I understand rightly,
I can decide rightly." Having made the "right 
resolve" (or decision) one then "speaks rightly," 
for speech is conditioned by resolve. Having spo
ken rightly, the next increment along the path is 
“right action." Act in accordance with right view, 
right resolve, and right speech.

!
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But it is now time to place the process in a 
broader perspective...that of "right livelihood" 
or sometimes called " right vocation ." Here, we 
must be moderate. With too much effort we will 
burn out. With too little, we will fade. But hav
ing acted with “right effort" we then must keep
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our wits about us, and pay penetrating attention 
to the world around us with " right mindfulness." 
This is a little more complicated, but essentially 
it implies that we pay attention to the way of 
the world (which, of course includes our own 
psyche!...Aren't we part of the world?) and how 
we fit into it.

The whole package is put together with “right 
meditation." And, once we meditate rightly we 
realize that we must work some more on our 
“right view." So, the whole process will begin 
again and continue cyclically.

right meditation 

right mindfulness 

right effort 
right vocation

right view 

right resolve 

right speech 

right action

The haiku that I am offering here are little pin 
pricks of reality. They are not reality, but they 
remind me that there is a reality to be pursued.

I am arranging the haiku according to the 
season in which they were written. In each of 
these seasons there is an eight-fold cycle like 
the eight-fold path. I intend each of the haiku 
to represent little “pieces of eight" along the 
eight-fold path within each season.

Jerry Ball
California State University, Long Beach 

2004
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winter garden
the bank manager wanders\
among the stones

v end of the old year
V window washers still clinging

i ft to their skyscrapers
\

/ \
; i the first snowfall

a good friend advises
an earlier train

the first working day/
businessmen take time outK' i

to visit their teacher

his chin on his fist
a boy selling newspapers
in the winter rain

the man next to me

, M smells of disinfectant
.end of the old year

tangerinesi
the rim of the saucer.





Beginning Spring

steam on the windows 
everyone in the restaurant 

reading newspapers

first day of spring 
the small cloud refuses to budge 

when we try to move it\

April breeze 
I greet the wisteria 
on the way to work

the sound of spring rain 
looking around, the deaf man 

pretends to hear it

the newest gardener 
with his hoe and his mother 

in the spring garden

the big heavy guy 
and the little skinny guy 

chasing the pop fly

along a toll road 
the mirrors of rice fields 

reflecting the past

!

spring brightness 
every view of the fishbowl 

goes right through it
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Spring

spring rain
the sound of the copy machine 

has come to a stop

a scrubby azalea 
in a vegetable patch 

with a mind of its own

spring afternoon 
the operator tells me 
there is no such listing

breeze from the south 
the wisteria branches 

rattling the trellis

a man with a mop 
wiping away the spring rain 

from the temple steps

the crack of the bat 
outfielders converging 

all over themselves

an outdoor restaurant 
the sidewalk steams a little 

in the April sun

evening twilight 
azalea blossoms 

presenting their shapesa

'
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Beginning 5um/nelrV

security guards 
getting serious again 
in the midday heat

•;
j

blossoms falling
she asks if I am married
and I am flattered

"Crepe Myrtle!" I say. 
After a shove, the bicycle 
is moving again.

i

still in her nightgown 
and still a beauty herself 
she trims the roses

a world of cardboard 
he folds up his summer home 
and spits on the ground

the man with the child 
wants a book on management 
beginning summer

:
summer twilight 
a heron and its whiteness 
in the slanting sun

1
Memorial Day 
the veteran in his car 
watching the sunset

7:•
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Summer

under a hazy sky 
my neighbor tries to tell me 

of a restless night

summer twilight 
students wait for their teacher 

in an empty room

pussy willows
she explains the arrangement 

in a soft voice

by the open window 
two women in long dresses 

sipping iced coffee

midnight in summer 
first the light then the aspirin 

and a half-read book

opening day 
the peanut vendor 
looking young again

summer morning 
the old dog seems to know 

the length of its leash

glasses on my nose 
in the cool of the evening 
I search to find them <

■
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Ending of Summer

wilted roses
drops of blood on the fingers 

holding the clippers

thinking about it 
a nap in a hotel lobby 
in the mid-day heat

end of vacation 
the woman who lives alone 

begins to unpack

road to Nikolaus* 
a hitchhiker in the shade 
thumbing at the breeze

ending of summer 
the widow washes 

half a laundry

no word is needed 
we make a pathway 

through the fallen leaves

the itch on my neck 
what seems to be a spider 

really is

end of a long day 
I invite the universe 

into my office

*On the Island of Crete
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Beginning Winter

two curious smiles 
the tree trimmer and her ax 

in the morning chill

Christmas party 
the divorcee wonders 
who has taken sides

our favorite restaurant 
the roses on the counter 

refusing to wilt

winter evening 
maneuvering the last noodle 

into the soupspooni

down the broken pipe 
drops of water find their way 

to the fallen leaves

morning chill
the shopkeeper remembers me 

from yesterday

the sound of the crowd 
we guess there's a football game 

in the next valley

:

frayed old calendar 
with a hundred scribbled notes 

folded so neatly
M

13
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Winter

winter sky 
we decide to take 
the slower road

winter evening 
the girl who forgot my name 

is laughing again

;shortest day of the year 
she disagrees, then is gone 

before I can answer

snow on the mountain 
making reservations 

to see a castle

winter afternoon 
correcting the manuscript 

by telephone

journey to the north 
the last radio station 

beginning to fade

morning overcast 
the mood of the garden 

has gone to seed, too

pawn to king four 
alone with a chessboard 

on a winter night

14
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End of the Year

midnight
she slips between the sheets

smelling of oranges

a smile on his face
! the man selling roasted chestnuts
i once more fans the coals

end of the old year
blaming the onions again
for the burst of tears

the store manager
gathering shopping carts

in the morning chill

winter sun
she asks the calligrapher

to write out her name

winter sky
the sides of mountains
dotted with oranges

power failure
the howl of the winter wind
through the bending pines

a chill in the air
there's a light in the window

of a nearby house



A New Year Begins

beginning new year 
now answered, the letter 

seems to relax

their New Year's kiss 
in front of everybody 

leaning into it

another new year 
the fat man talks of habits 

he has given up

wiping mold from the leaves 
I offer my lemon tree 

a word of advice

the way home from work 
my neighbor's geranium 

in freshly dug earth

a moment in thought 
then a hike to a hilltop 

to visit a grave

gods grant a favor 
the old couple ask only 

to die together

a field of fresh grass 
we fancy ourselves pilgrims 

crossing a green sea

16



Transition

a long winter flight 
pissing into a dark, gray bowl 

over Nebraska

beginning of spring 
the song he never learned to play well 

playing it again

new models arrive 
the car salesman 

tries to make a rhyme

"See how tall I am?"
She puts her hand on her head 

as the blossoms fall.

a water bucket 
the mosquito fish has risen 

to the top of the well

the promise of snow 
grandchildren at the window 

pointing at the sky

fallen branches 
at the curve in the walkway 

near the star jasmine
!

on a mountain top 
calling a friend to share 

the rising mists

17



More Transition

midnight in winter 
a broken railing 
on a fire escape

summer session 
students gather around 
the one who complained

summer twilight 
the amateur astronomer 

with a new telescope

ending of summer 
a hundred overweight men 

loosening their belts

a double rainbow 
the girl in the library 
turns another page

in his old flight jacket 
the history teacher 

still searches the sky

around a corner 
and down a hall, a friend's voice 

turns into summer

wild strawberries 
at the place where two paths meet 

near a waterfall
• •:»
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Still More Transition

shifting a bundle 
from one arm to another 

in the windless heat

the veteran 
apologizes for tears 

Memorial Day

financial district 
pairs of mirrored sunglasses 

greeting each other

a slight swerve 
and the attack of the hawk 

becomes a circle

a foreign student 
with vocabulary cards 

in the summer rain

a handful of cherries 
wrapped in a newspaper 

left as a thank you

strawberries 
a handful of them 

under running water

summer twilight 
at the edge of the oak forest






